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Abstract—The degree of well-being and satisfaction that people experienced has an influence on their political beliefs. During times such as in natural disasters or catastrophe, the victims’ senses of political beliefs are tested and can result in negative perceptions, a decline towards disbelief in their own politicians. However, during floods, the victims still seem to trust their own politicians. Although remedial strategies and relief may come from other parties, they still hold on to their political beliefs. Hence, this article attempts to investigate the political belief system of the flood victims and examine if it can indicate their political well-being.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we are looking at whether the political belief of victims of a natural disaster is affected due to the actions taken by political or interest groups. Political belief is defined by researchers in different ways based on different aspects. In [1], Jervis defined the word belief as having a strong commitment and faith. According to Dawson, political belief is a cognitive process by which individuals form organized beliefs about politics [2]. He further stated that the political beliefs are influenced by political events such as campaigns, meetings, introduction of policies and manifestoes. Wasserman approaches the political beliefs from a negative angle by defining political cynicism as the individual suspicions of government and its agencies [3]. From all the aforementioned definitions it can be understood that political belief is a strong commitment emerging through a cognitive process in individuals, making them lean towards a specific political party or a member of a party. This commitment has been affected by various factors such as partisanship and group coherence [4]. According to Wasserman, political cynicism has little or no impact on total life satisfaction. Since cynicism focuses more on the negative aspects, it may not fully explain the impact of positive beliefs on the satisfaction.

Hence, it is pertinent to investigate the effects of positive political beliefs on the perceived well-being of the people. In this study, we concentrate on a specific case of natural disaster victims with respect to their political beliefs and its effect on their perceived well-being. The victims of a recent natural disaster have been specifically selected as they have undergone a bad experience in terms of losses of life, property and livelihoods in some cases. So, they may have a different view about their well-being compared to others who did not undergo such experiences. In this study, we carried out a survey among the flood victims of the state of Kelantan in Malaysia on their views of their political beliefs and their perceived well-being in order to identify the relationship between them, if any.

This paper has been organized as follows. Section I introduces the paper. Section II consists of previous research related to this study, followed by the theoretical framework in section III. Section IV deals with the methodology and section V contains the findings of the research. The last section is the conclusion and recommendation for further research.

II. RELATED WORK

Natural disasters such as floods, droughts and human hazards can have implications in human well-being [5]. However, Halpern also stated that efforts committed by the government, agencies, political parties or democratic institutions to reduce the impact of the catastrophic events will create trust and belief in the victims and simultaneously rise the degree of the life satisfaction among them [5].

This statement, which is parallel with the research conducted by [6] in investigating the impact of the privation of relief, will cause dissatisfaction amongst the Hurricane Betsy victims. However, the findings contrast with their hypothesis whereas the result indicates that the privation of relief does not have an impact in changing the victims’ political beliefs. When the government still puts an effort to neutralize the disaster and other aspects related to politics, it will make the victims satisfied even with inadequate preparation from the government.

Arceneaux and Stein [7] asserted that the flood victims will give credit or blame the government based on their political knowledge. However, they also stated that not all the victims blame the government even though they have wide knowledge in politics. Due to this, they believed that a disaster or catastrophe is something that cannot be avoided. If the government puts an effort in assisting the flood victims, they will feel satisfied and continue to vote for the incumbents.

Vice versa, if there are no such efforts, less initiatives, late in providing relief by the government or supporting parties, it will affect the political well-being of the disaster victims. The Hurricane Katrina, for instance, indicated the dissatisfaction...
of the victims with the Bush leadership when he was late in announcing the disaster declarations [8]. The impact from that action seemed to disappoint the voters who disbelieved the incumbent government and would punish the president on the Election Day [8].

During disasters, the victim’s sense of political belief seems tested and changeable. The victim’s mechanisms of thought depend on the psychological effect of their experience from the disaster [9]. In Hurricane Katrina, the victims tended to reward or punish the governor and president depending on the efforts and action taken by them. When a governor requested for a disaster declaration and it was given by the president, voters responded with increased support for those two on the Election Day. However, when the governor requested for the disaster declaration and was refused by the president, in the next election the governor will be rewarded and the president will be punished in the ballot box [9].

In describing this phenomenon, Olson and Gawronski [10] described in more details about the consequences of the event based on “5C+A” dimension: capability, competence, compassion, correctness, credibility, and anticipation. Victims of disaster reward the authorities based on those six criteria and will punish the incumbent if they lack those six conditions. For instance, Olson and Gawronski made a comparison between two disasters, namely the 9/11 tragedy in 2001 and the Hurricane Katrina in 2005 that increased Bush’s public image and struck down his reputation based on the “5C+A” perspective.

In 9/11 tragedy, Bush seemed to deliver effective assistance and highly responsive toward the disaster. These actions indicate the capability, competency and credibility of the Bush administration toward the tragedy. Additionally, his emotion in handling the tragedy also indicates the compassion of Bush in solving the problem. Based on the 9/11 tragedy, Bush seemed to have encompassed the majority criteria of “5C+A” that enhanced his reputation and image.

Four years later when the Hurricane Katrina occurred, it indicates contradicting actions from the Bush administration; slow in response and inefficient in delivering the relief making his administration lacking in all the “5C+A” criteria, resulting in the decrease of his image as the authority and the Republican party was punished in the next election [10]. The contradicting actions between the 9/11 tragedy and Hurricane Katrina made it clear that the public opinion value the authority based on the “5C+A” conditions.

Even though [10] has described the details about the criteria of “5C+A” to determine the public action in choosing the right authority, based on other literature it also depends on the circumstances of the authority in handling the problems. Reeves in [9] mentioned that despite the governor not being capable and competent in handling the Katrina disaster, his high compassion and effort to request for the disaster declaration was just enough for him to be rewarded in the next election. This is similar with the findings of [6] that indicate the privation of relief from the government or authority did not change the political beliefs of the victims toward their political party. They still hold their own beliefs if their politicians and political party put an effort and show compassion in neutralizing the disaster as well as countering all the issues that are related to politics. This means in some circumstances, the capability and competence of the authority in the “5C+A” dimension cannot describe the real phenomenon of people satisfaction in changing their political beliefs.

Nevertheless, Olson and Gawronski already made it clear in two events occurring in different time that indicate the capability and competency of Bush administration in neutralizing big disaster such as 9/11 but he was unable to handle the Hurricane Katrina disaster. Therefore, the capability and competency in handling the two big catastrophes differently can be argued.

These issues may differ between the government and authorities in the developing countries where the capabilities in neutralizing big disasters are valued by their people. Countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, Pakistan, and Bangladesh may not be capable in handling big disasters that occur simultaneously. Hence, the people were perceived to value the government based on their effort and compassion in neutralizing the disasters. To expect their government to handle catastrophic events with dynamic relief and early warning systems perfectly had never been experienced by the victims in the developing countries. Therefore, they tend to value their political party based on their hard work, effort, and compassion of their politicians to help ease their burden [6], [9].

It seems that the victims’ political well-being is not dependent on how much relief that they receive or competent their politicians are in neutralizing the problems but it depends on how much the parties’ politicians’ efforts and work in the heart of disaster area with their shirt sleeves rolled up.

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Fig. 1 indicates the positive political beliefs on the perceived well-being of the people based on the theory of Cognitive Behavior Therapy [12]. Internal political beliefs and the external aspect such as political actions play major roles in creating the well-being of the people.

![Fig. 1. Political beliefs as a function toward well-being.](image)

Based on Fig. 1, positive political beliefs will create positive feeling toward the political parties or politicians. Those feelings will make people have positive expectations of their politicians. However, the expectations need to be supported by political actions. If the people have positive expectations of their supporting parties but the political...
actions contradict the political beliefs of the people, they may disbelieve their politicians or party. On the contrary, if the expectations are supported by political actions such as efforts, compassion or endeavors of the politicians, it will create a positive behavior, improvement, satisfaction as well as enhance the well-being of the people.

This positive belief distinguishes from political cynicism, where people disbelieve and are suspicious of politics. Wasserman [3] found that political cynicism has no impact on the people’s satisfaction, but positive beliefs may differ from negative beliefs. In order to enhance the well-being, it must start with positive beliefs and supported by political actions. However, the root of the well-being still comes from the positive beliefs; without positive beliefs or political cynicism, even when political actions play such a good role, it still cannot satisfy the people who have political cynicism [3]. Examining the positive political beliefs to determine the well-being can be observed in critical situations such as in a flood disaster.

IV. METHODOLOGY

To measure the political beliefs in determining the well-being of the flood victims, a qualitative method with an interview approach was conducted among the respondents who have experienced flooding. Respondents from the state of Kelantan have been selected to be interviewed in February 2013 due to the flood disaster occurring then. Interviews were done at special evacuation centers in Sekolah Kebangsaan Gual Tinggi and Sekolah Kebangsaan Rantau Panjang II.

The places were selected because the areas were flood-prone and it was more convenient to get information from the flood victims because they stayed in the evacuation centers and researchers could find all the myriad political ideologies among them in the areas.

Two approaches were used in the data collection. The first approach was group discussion. The group discussion was chosen in order to determine the well-being of flood victims based on the relief that they received from several political parties. Selecting the group discussion approach in determining the types of relief received by the flood victims is to reduce the bias from the flood victims in answering about the relief they received. By doing so it also enhances the trustworthiness of the information gathered from several people with different ideologies in the group. The second approach was the main approach in this research in determining the political beliefs of individuals and attempting to relate it to their political well-being. The individuals were chosen by the purposive sampling based on the different political beliefs they had. A total of 12 respondents were interviewed in both evacuation centers; six from Sekolah Kebangsaan Gual Tinggi and the other six from Sekolah Kebangsaan Rantau Panjang II.

The data from the group discussions and individual interviews in both evacuation centers were recorded and analyzed in order to examine the political well-being of the victims and to determine whether the better relief that they received from the opposition parties can be tested in disbelieving their supporting party as well as decreasing their political well-being.

V. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

A. Relief

The group discussions in both evacuation centers indicated that all the flood victims asserted that the better flood relief they received came from the federal government ruled by the party of Barisan Nasional (BN). Besides that, they also received relief from the state government ruled by the Parti Islam se-Malaysia (PAS). The types of relief were similar from both parties who delivered items such as rice, sugar, and biscuits, but from the point of view of the flood victims, BN seemed to provide better offer because they also provided money. The flood victims also mentioned that the relief from both political parties was still not enough. However, they still felt grateful because both governments still put an effort to help them.

Although the victims felt grateful with the relief that they received, most of the flood victims stated that they were not really satisfied with the means of delivering the relief because they felt that the remedies were just a strategy to gain the votes from them on the Election Day. It is because they experienced the flood disaster every year without solutions from the government.

B. Political Beliefs

From the individual interviews, data was collected from different political ideologies of the flood victims. The flood victims who believed in BN had a similar perception with those who believed in the PAS state government in terms of receiving the relief. Both sides mentioned that they will take relief from both governments. They believed that the relief is the responsibility of both governments to help them. Therefore, from who they received the relief is not an issue. They will take each relief that is given to them.

Interestingly, even though they stated it was the responsibilities of the government, they still held their own beliefs. For the BN supporters, they remained in believing that their party is more capable than the opposition in distributing the relief and developing their area. In order to support this statement, they mentioned that the evidence can be seen from the relief that they are getting now, it shows that BN is better than PAS in providing flood relief.

PAS supporters, on the other hand, also remained with their own beliefs. The reason for that action is they believed that PAS state government did not have enough resources and allocation for giving more relief. They also believed that if PAS rules the federal government, they will get better than what they received now.

C. Political Well-Being

From the group discussions and individual interviews, the respondents mentioned that the relief that they received was not enough to overcome the damage that they faced. The damage and destruction they encountered were more than the relief they received from both parties. However, the important things that made them satisfied and enhanced their well-being were the efforts by the politicians to come and show their concern for them. That is why they still hold on to their political beliefs toward their supporting parties.

BN and PAS supporters mentioned that they felt satisfied and happy when knowing their politicians came to mingle and give relief to all the flood victims at the evacuation center.
centers. Furthermore, the visit by the Chief Minister of Kelantan without an announcement gained more trust and belief in the PAS supporters that the visit was sincere and honest. Due to that, even though they just received a little bit of relief, they still felt satisfied because of the efforts and concerns by the politicians of both political parties.

D. Discussion

Relief for the flood victims did not seem to give a high implication in changing the political beliefs among the flood victims. Flood victims did not put so much concern about the relief they received from both parties because there was only a slight difference in terms of relief. During the disaster, flood victims felt grateful for those who helped them even though it was just a little bit of help. They did not see whether their politicians could really overcome the problems and the situation of the disaster or not, but what they wanted was whether their politicians put an effort in order to help them as much as they could. Therefore, this finding indicates some similarities with the previous researches conducted by [5]-[7], [9]. It also indicates that the positive beliefs toward their politicians and parties make they feel satisfied with the relief and still feel grateful for whatever they received. Other than that, they also maintain their political beliefs.

These findings denied the “3C+3A” dimension which asserted that people judge the authority and government in the disaster based on the capability, competency, credibility, compassion, correctness and anticipation. Without all of those criteria and only with compassion and effort by the politicians in both parties, it is already enough to satisfy the victims to still hold to their current political beliefs. In the developing countries and rural areas such as in Kelantan, the flood victims did not expect their government or politicians to handle or solve the flood problems. They think that the disaster that occurred cannot be avoided.

Therefore, sympathy and concern by the politicians are valued by the victims in making them still holding onto their political beliefs. In some circumstances, although the politicians have put a lot of effort in neutralizing a disaster, they are still not capable and competent in handling it due to the lack of resources, authorities or mechanisms. However, such effort shown by the politicians are valued by the victims rather than the politicians who have the full resources and authorities in handling the problems but lack in effort.

An interesting finding that makes this research distinct from the previous researches is that this research has proved that the positive political beliefs of the flood victims will enhance the individual well-being. Values of the efforts by the politicians make the victims satisfied with their politicians as well as increase their psychological well-being. By means of beliefs toward their political party and efforts shown by their politicians in lightening the burden of the flood victims create trust between the victims and the politicians. This mutual trust is the key to enhance the well-being of the victims. In simple words, the political beliefs will determine the well-being of the flood victims with the condition of effort by the politicians.

The aspect of well-being is beyond the material factor. It also consists of the psychological aspect such as political beliefs in determining the individual’s well-being. Indeed the material aspect will enhance the economic well-being. Research conducted by [13] indicates that economic well-being is just a small portion of the criteria which are predictors of the psychological well-being. People who have low income also have a similar level of happiness and satisfaction equal to the people with high income. Therefore, to determine that by delivering adequate relief or materials to the flood victims will enhance their well-being is not a comprehensive standpoint.

There is a large gap in determining the psychological well-being rather than the economic aspect. Political support from the materials and the psychological aspect determine a more comprehensive well-being of the people [14]. However, the psychological aspect which is an intangible factor in determining the well-being of the disaster victims is often neglected in the government policy.

This study found that a positive impact on the political beliefs of the flood victims will enhance the quality of well-being of the flood victims in which political beliefs can become a remedy for the privation of relief, inadequate preparation in overcoming the flood disaster or the damage affected by the flood. However, politicians need to put into account that the flood victims will easily change their political beliefs and will punish them if they do not make an effort or take actions during disasters [8],[9].

In order to make the relief assistance more dynamic and comprehensive whether by the material or psychological aspect, the politicians and government need to use adequate philosophy in determining the shape in delivering the relief because it is not just giving the victims what they need but also love and support for the victims. As mentioned by Mecius[15], do not think about how to give benefits to the people but to think about how to be benevolent to the people. Based on that philosophy, the equilibrium between the materials and efforts in neutralizing the disaster can become more comprehensive. By doing so, the political belief aspect of the victims can also become a predictable factor in enhancing the psychological well-being of the flood victims.

VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper demonstrates that the well-being of the flood victims is determined by their political beliefs. Inadequate preparation and the privation of relief do not really give such high implications in changing the political ideology of the flood victims. They tend to evaluate and see whether their politicians put an effort in handling the disaster rather than how much relief they received.

Therefore, this paper recommends future research to investigate the political beliefs of the flood victims in broader areas such as hazardous disasters that occur due to the development that has been done by the government. The degree of well-being among the hazardous disaster victims may differ from the well-being of flood victims who believe that the disaster is something that cannot be avoided.
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